Madona Cup 2019 Ski-O competition
Nordic Junior Meeting
Organizers
OK Arona, Madona government
Chief referee: Gunārs Ikaunieks
Course planning and setting: Gunārs Ikaunieks, Jānis Gaidelis

Date, Time and Place
25.– 27. January 2019. Smeceres sils, Madona Map
25. January
Till 13:00 arrival of the participants
14:00 Start on sprint distance
26. January
Till 12:00 arrival of the participants
13:00 Start on middle distance
27. January
11:00 Start on shortened long distance

Classes
MW12, 14, 14, 16, 18, 18NJM, 20, 20NJM, 21E, 21A, 35, 45, 55, 65
NJM – Nordic Junior Meeting

Entry Fees
MW12, 14, 16, 18
6 EUR / 1 day
MW20, 65
10 EUR / 1 day
MW21, 35, 45, 55
12 EUR / 1 day
MW 18NJM, 20 NJM
15 EUR / 1 day
Bank transfers should reach the organizers by 21.01.2019. Cash payments will be accepted on the
competition day. A filled out entry is recognized as a guaranty for the payment. Participants who will
register after closing an online registration form – entry fee + 50%.
OK Arona
Reg.No.: 40008144220
Address: Madonas nov, Kusa, Skolas 3.
Bank: AS Swedbank
SWIFT: HABALV22
Account: LV14HABA0551034034737

Entries
By 21. January, at e-mail nomis86@inbox.lv or online www.okarona.lv
For the Nordic Junior Meeting entries should be done by the federation with the nation registered as the
“club”.

Team leader meeting
Team leader meeting for the Nordic Junior Meeting will be held in the Smeceres sils main building
conference hall. Saturday 12:00.

Waxing cabin
National teams can order waxing cabin for € 60 for the entire duration of the event. The number of waxing
cabin is limited. To order the waxing cabin send an email to gunars21@inbox.lv by 12 January.

Punching System
Only SIAC in all classes! SI card rent 1,5 EUR/1 day.

Start List
To be posted on the website before 18:00 on 24. January.

Map
Adjusted in 2018,
Sprint Scale 1:5 000, H5m
Middle Scale 1:10 000, H5m
Long NJM18,20, M21, W21, M35, W35, M20, W20 1:12 500
H5m. Rest 1:10000 H5m

Embargoed areas
The tracks around Smeceres sils will be embargoed for
potential participants the last weeks before the event. From 21
January 2019. It is allowed to skiing in the Smeceres Sils 2,5
km lighten couse.

Awarding
1. – 3. place overall score.
The NJM groups are rewarded with prize on Friday, Saturdays and Sundays separately.

Accommodations
Smeceres sils, phone +371 26396032
www.madona.lv

Information
Phone: +371 26396032 Gunārs Ikaunieks, e-mail: gunars21@inbox.lv,
Changes and corrections to the entry forms: nomis86@inbox.lv

Pielikums
Rules for the Nordic Junior Meeting
The Nordic Junior Meeting in Ski Orienteering (in short NJM) is an unofficial event
between the National Orienteering Federations in the Nordic and Baltic countries
and is also open to Federations from other countries.
The Nordic Junior Meeting shall follow the the latest Competition Rules for Ski
Orienteering Events set by the International Orienteering Federation (IOF) unless
otherwise stated in these rules:
Principles for Nordic Junior Meeting
The event shall be organised in accordance with the following principles:
 The event is a competition between the different nations over two
competitions
 The participants represent their nation and are collecting points for their
nation
 The event shall have a social, rather than a competitive atmosphere letting
young people exchange experience and find new friends.
 The costs of participation shall be kept low.
Event programme
The event shall consist of two individual, single race competitions over two
consecutive days and shall preferably take place earlier in the season than the
Junior World Ski Orienteering Championships.
Participation and classes
Each federation may enter a maximum of 3 competitors to represent in each of the
four categories: M18, W18, M20 and W20. Thus, in total there can be 12
competitors representing the nation. The same competitors represent the nations in
both competitions. The organiser sets the entry deadline for the nominated
competitors before the start of the first competition.
Other competitors may enter to take part in the same races, but only the prenominated competitors will count in the point calculations for the Nordic Junior
Meeting.
Starting order and winning times
The starting order shall be drawn at random in both competitions. One of the
competitions can be organised as a mass-start.
The winning times shall follow the rules for the M20 and W20 in IOF Junior World
Ski Orienteering Championships.
Point calculations
In the Nordic Junior Meeting the nations collects points from all four categories both
days.
The results of the two best competitors in each category from each nation are
counting.
1. The nations score is the total score of how many points their competitors
have collected over the two competition days.
2. Only the two best placed pre-nominated competitors from each nation shall
be considered in the point calculation. (This means the nation´s third ranked
athlete in each category will not be counting this day. For example, if one

3.
4.

5.
6.

nation takes all the top 3 places in one category, only the two best of them
will get points and the next ranked competitor from another nation will take
the points for third place.) The counting competitors from the nations can
change for the two competitions
The best six best counting competitors in each category can obtain points for
their nation as follows: 7,5,4,3,2,1
If two or more competitors share a place in a competition, they all receive the
higher point score, i.e. if there are two competitors on place 3, they get 4
points each and the next on the result list will be on place 5 and will get 2
points.
The points are added up for all 4 categories both days, making it a maximum
of 16 scores counting for each nation in the Nordic Junior Meeting results.
In case of equal total scores, the best single score decides, then the second
best, then the third best etc.

Prizes
A trophy will be awarded to the winning nation.

